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About This Game

You're back home after a few years of traveling. When you walked into your apartment, memories came flooding back to you.
Many questions require answers. You start to wonder what's wrong with your life, but suddenly notice a fly in the house.

Everything else is forgotten and replaced with one burning desire - kill the fly!

Hunt for the fly and destroy your apartment.

Hunt for the fly and don't destroy your apartment.

Forget the damn fly and simply destroy everything!!

Pick up objects, crash them and smash them. Earn points, collect ranks, search hidden objects and find the answers and reveal
unexpected mysteries.
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Shooting people and alien creatures is easy. A first person shooter targeting a pesky fly is the test of a real gamer!

Main features:

Pass 3 Levels with different type of interior each of which you can to destroy.

Collect ranks, make combos and earn points.

Search for hidden objects.

Play in various game modes with different types of lighting.
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Title: Fly in the House
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2.4 GHz or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GT (512 MB memory) or equivalent discrete card (integrated cards may not work),
resolution not more than 1280x720.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Game dosent exist anymore, cannot play even if you wish you could. This game is amazing!
. You need to register an account to their forums to play online. The problem is that it looks 15 years out dated, and you can't
actually register an account. My friend failed to do so too. Try to make an account for Bakno before buying.. It's mostly pretty
good, but there are numerous cosmetic bugs (main character's head occasionally disappears during conversations, some
comments are voiced by the wrong character, etc). There's a tedious 'puzzle' at the start, but it picks up after that. Some might
find the puzzles a bit Monkey-Island-Rubber-Chicken, but I liked that.

However, I can't recommend the game in its current state (8/26) as there are progress blocking bugs (see the community
discussions if you want to know more, I don't want to include spoilers in the review), and I'm one of the effected. Since there no
manual save (the game has a single autosave), once you're stuck you can't revert to earlier state or chapter.. everyone kicks me
out and i just started >:(. not bad! it's free.. Summer is coming!!. essence of game inner, thank u... keep on pls... one of best, in
my come back to games :) thank u again.... Fun and simple arena shooter that manages to feel fresh.. This game was an excellent
way to spend a lazy Sunday morning. Archimedes kept me interested while I interacted across different types of technology.
And the non-canned response was absolutely brilliant! The ending was a bit abrupt. My hope is that there is another installment
or the next project proves to entertain for longer.
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Alright FINALLY I get to review this! This is I am Overburdened, and I think even though it was a pain in my♥♥♥♥♥due to
my own obliviousness, IT IS AWESOME! This is a simple little roguelite, virtually no plot but it is ADDICTIVE. My biggest
thing is do NOT try NM mode without unlocking the treasury first, because it is painfully brutal. But this I would easily give a
8.5/10.. A good hidden object horror. Jumpscares only exist in videos and they're the slow kind, if you don't like them you can
just mute the game and block the screen with your hands whenever a video is playing :p In general, the playthrough itself isn't
really scary.

I used expert difficulty on my first playthrough so i don't have to replay just to get some achievements (about 1/4 of total
achievements count on not using hints and skipping puzzles), and i usually avoid using hints on any hidden objects games
anyway. To be honest, it wasn't easy. So i ended up using the guide a lot of time, because:

- There are a lot of areas, with a LOT of mini objectives, a lot of going-back-and-forth (but thankfully you can just 'teleport'
using the map). You'll eventually forget what items you need and what they're for.

- Sometimes the solutions can be slightly illogical, but still tolerable..... No nevermind, the story itself is supernatural so it
shouldn't really bother you.

Update:
- An achievement for bonus chapter is bugged
- The boss achievement currently must be achieved IN ONE PLAYTHROUGH. It means you have to play in expert difficulties,
no using hints/skips, finish all hidden object scenes and puzzles under 2-1 minutes, finish the game WITHOUT STOPPING,
watch all cut scenes and credits, and get all facts and figurines……… ALL AT ONCE or you won't get the achievement. Kinda
brutal, don't you think. I hope the devs will fix this.. boring game - unable to change taxiways - cannot save the game. Putt-Putt
Goes to the Moon provides a level of entertainment that cannot be matched! 10\/10, would Putt-Putt again!. Pretty decent
experience this one. Its a rather simple "room escape" like puzzle game.

Good humor and generally fun for how easy it is.

I certainly do recommend atleast giving this one a second look. Grab it for sure if on sale!. Ok for a cheap game, but really
grinding heavy and the other country balls are extremely annoying.. It's not a bad game, but I expected a much better one from
this developer. His two games set a high plank and this one is just underwhelming now.
Just go play Eldritch or Neon Struct:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/252630/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/310740/. A Dlc that makes playing in europe alot more dynamic and interesting. 8\/10.
Feels like a real cheap copy of Team Fortress II, in all aspect.
Not fun, almost no playerbase, it's darn empty.
I'm not whining about graphics, physics or anything because It's not worth that much.

I see two end of this game:
A complete overhaul or remove from Store.
Too much lame stuffs already on Steam, thanks to Greenlight.

Localization: Help Me Translate!:

Help Me Translate!. Hammer Throw Improvents:
I made two improvements to make using the "hammer throw" ability a little easier.

I added an alternative way of performing the move. Instead of moving the mouse in circles, you can rapidly press left and right
(or 'A' and 'D') repeatedly a few times until the character starts to spin. This may be easier for some people.
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I also added a projectile path display to help with aiming. It's a little imprecise, mainly because the character is spinning so
timing can also affect the throw.

. Downtown Casino Poker Leagues : Texas Hold'em Poker Tournaments Cosplay Convention Crisis Tiny Love Lucy Got
Problems Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard Added Korean and Portuguese:
Thanks to the work of two translators, I was able to add translations for Portuguese and Korean.

Some of the text might look weird though, because the font I'm using doesn't have all the characters used for Portuguese. Oh
well.

Anyway... If you notice any mistakes, or can provide additional translations or suggestions on improving the current text, feel
free to email me at support@medicatedgames.com.
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